I'm writing this as I wait to board my flight from L.A. back to Zurich. I just spent three days at IEEE's annual Panel of Editors meeting-PoE for short (IEEE loves abbreviations). This was my first PoE and truly an invigorating event, gathering some 120 Editors-in-Chief, more than 100 IEEE staff members, and several dozen volunteers such as committee chairs and society VPs. It was a vivid demonstration of IEEE's reach and scope, with participants hailing from all corners of the world and representing the entire spectrum of electronic and electrical engineering. While the Computer Society is certainly one of the biggest, it's just one of almost 40 different societies that make up IEEE.
As part of the three-day event, IEEE staff presented a range of new and improved online tools and services-some only for editors and volunteers, but many also highly relevant to authors. A great starting point is the IEEE Author Center (http://ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org), which not only provides a central information source for current and future authors (much information relevant to IEEE Pervasive Magazine isn't yet integrated there, but we're working on it!) but also links to useful tools such as the IEEE Reference Preparation Assistant (http://refassist.ieee.org) and the IEEE Latex Analyzer (http://latexqc.ieee.org). Given the almost 200 IEEE publications (with the Computer Society alone offering 19 transactions and 13 magazines), the IEEE Publication Recommender (http://publication-recommender.ieee.org) might be useful as well: just enter a few keywords and the system provides you with a list of potentially suitable titles, including their most recent Impact Factor.
ETHICAL ENGINEERING
Besides talking strategy, at the PoE we also discussed ethical issues in publishing, mostly related to plagiarism and copyright infringement but also peer review, and this reminded me of a recent initiative by ACM's SIGCHI (Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction) Executive Committee to change our peer review standards: "Peer reviewers should require that papers and proposals rigorously consider all reasonable broader impacts, both positive and negative" (see https://acm-fca.org/2018/03/29/negativeimpacts for the full article). Thinking about "broader impacts" has a long tradition at IEEE. In fall 2016, IEEE published its Global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems, also known as Ethically Aligned Design (EAD-did I say IEEE loves abbreviations?). The initiative, managed by the Computer Society, aims to align "the creation of artificial intelligence and autonomous
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Università della Svizzera italiana (USI) systems with the values of its users and society" so that we can "prioritize the increase of human wellbeing as our metric for progress in the algorithmic age." The initiative also started development of a new IEEE standard, P7000-Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns during System Design, a values-sensitive design methodology meant to aid engineers, software developers, and managers alike in addressing ethical considerations in their projects. Since the initiative's inception, a range of specialized standardization efforts have sprung up around P7000 including P7001-Transparency of Autonomous Systems, P7002-Data Privacy Process, and P7003-Algorithmic Bias Considerations.
You can find a full list of IEEE P7000 standardization efforts, as well as a link to download the most current version of the initiative's handbook, at https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org. Incidentally, the vice-chair of the IEEE P7000 Working Group, Dr. Sarah Spiekermann, is the guest author of our IoT News department in this issue. She provides a vivid illustration of the issues surrounding value-based system engineering and how without it, the IoT might reduce our sense of being-inthe-world. I'd love to hear your thoughts on IEEE's EAD initiative and how it influences your own work. Send me your comments at langheinrich@ieee.org-I'll be happy to summarize them in a future column.
TEAM UPDATES
I'm happy to report that our team continues to grow. First, however, I want to thank two of our current Associate Editors-in-Chief (AEICs)-Robin Kravets and Cecilia Mascolo. Both have requested to step down from their roles before the end of the usual two-year term, as their current institutional roles leave them less time to work on the magazine, but they are happy to continue on the Editorial Board.
Luckily, we have replacements lined up for both: Nicholas Lane and Mirco Musolesi.
Nic is an associate professor in the Computer Science Department at the University of Oxford. He specializes in the study of efficient machine learning under computational constraints, and over the past three years has pioneered a range of embedded and mobile forms of deep learning. He received his PhD from Dartmouth College. Contact him at nicholas.lane@cs.ox.ac.uk.
Mirco is a Reader in Data Science at University College London (UCL), and a Turing Fellow at the Alan Turing Institute, the UK national institute for data science. He leads UCL's Intelligent Social Systems Lab, working in sensing, modelling, understanding, and predicting human behavior and social dynamics from the digital traces we generate daily. Mirco holds a PhD in computer science from UCL. You can reach him at m.musolesi@ucl.ac.uk.
Welcome, Nicholas and Mirco! The third new AEIC is Stephen Intille.
Stephen is an associate professor in the College of Computer and Information Science and Bouvé College of Health Sciences at Northeastern University. His research focuses on the development of novel healthcare technologies, incorporating ideas from ubiquitous computing, user-interface design, pattern recognition, behavioral science, and preventive medicine. Stephen received his PhD from MIT. Contact him at s.intille@northeastern.edu.
Stephen has been with the magazine since 2015 (and has been heading our Pervasive Health department for many years), so he brings ample experience to the new duties he'll be taking up as Departments Editor, a role we've created to better coordinate submissions to and publication of our 10 departments.
The current AEICs and their areas of expertise are thus as follows:
• Steve Hodges: Hardware technologies and robotics Jesus Favela, the previous co-editor (together with Stephen) of our Pervasive Health department, will continue to serve in this role but will be joined by Gabriela Marcu as the new co-editor.
Gabriela is an assistant professor in the College of Computing and Informatics at Drexel University, where she heads the Empathic Research Group. Her research seeks to improve coordination and decision-making in health and social services through technology. Gabriela holds a PhD in human-computer interaction from Carnegie Mellon University. She can be reached at gmarcu@drexel.edu.
Apart from our three new AEICs, we have no fewer than six new Editorial Board members! I'm thrilled to work with Jennifer Mankoff, Heather Patterson (already editing our Social Impact department), Florian Alt, Vassilis Kostakos, Nicolai Marquardt, and Florian Schaub on shaping the future of this publication.
Jennifer is the Richard E. Ladner Professor in the Allen School of Computer Science & Engineering at the University of Washington. She applies a human-centered perspective that combines empirical methods and technical innovation to solve pressing social problems in areas such as accessibility, health and sustainability. Jennifer holds a PhD from Georgia Tech. You can reach her at jmankoff@cs.washington.edu.
Heather is a senior research scientist at Intel, where she investigates social, legal, and ethical issues arising from emerging technological systems. She also serves as a privacy commissioner to the City of Oakland, where she advises on best practices to protect citizen privacy. Heather's work is informed by her background in cognitive science (PhD, Univ. of Washington) and law (JD, UC Berkeley). Contact her at heather.m.patterson@intel.com.
Florian Alt is professor of usable security and privacy at the Research Institute for Cyber Defense of the University of the German Federal Armed Forces in Munich (Bundeswehr University Munich). Beyond human factors in security critical systems, Florian's interests are in interactive surfaces, gaze interaction, virtual reality, and automotive user interfaces. He holds a PhD from the University of Stuttgart. Contact him at florian.alt@unibw.de.
Vassilis is Professor of Human Computer
Interaction in the School of Computing and Information Systems at the University of Melbourne. His research interests include ubiquitous computing, human-computer interaction, the Internet of Things, and social computing. Vassilis received a PhD in computer science from the University of Bath. You can reach him at vassilis.kostakos@unimelb.edu.au.
Nicolai is a senior lecturer in physical computing at UCL. He works on projects in the areas of ubiquitous computing, cross-device interaction, interactive surfaces, sensor-based systems, prototyping toolkits, and physical user interfaces. Nicolai is the author of the Synthesis Lecture on "Proxemic Interactions: From Theory to Practice." He received a PhD in computer science from the University of Calgary. Contact him at n.marquardt@ucl.ac.uk.
Florian Schaub is assistant professor of information and electrical engineering and computer science at the University of Michigan. His research focuses on understanding privacy behavior and decision making, and helping individuals effectively manage their privacy in complex socio-technological systems. He received his PhD in computer science from the University of Ulm. Contact him at fschaub@umich.edu.
IN THIS ISSUE
This quarter, IEEE Pervasive Computing focuses on "Augmenting Humans," and it's the last special issue I worked on as an AEIC before moving into my current role. You'll find details about the theme and the three featured articles in the Guest Editor Introduction. A hearty thank you to fellow guest editors Nigel Davies, Pattie Maes, and Jun Rekimoto for putting together this special issue! This issue also features six of our edited departments.
The Conference department features a report by Eun Kyounf Choe, Bongshin Lee, Tariq Osman Andersen, Lauren Wilcox, and Geraldine Fitzpatrick from a PervasiveHealth 2017 workshop on "leveraging patient-generated data (PGD) for collaborative decision making in healthcare." The workshop's theme echoes this column: to be true to IEEE's mission of "advancing technology for the benefit of humanity," we must critically assess how PGD-which promises to significantly increase patient engagement and improve health outcomes-should be shared among patients, clinicians, and caregivers. Read the full article to learn more about the challenges and opportunities in this space! In the Education and Training department, Nicholas J. Kirsch discusses EPICS in IEEE, a service learning education program in which K-12 and university students work with nonprofit organizations to solve a local problem. Building on the successful Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS) model pioneered by Purdue University, the program leverages IEEE's more than 400,000 members. The author provides several examples of the nearly 100 projects the program has funded around the world.
In the IoT News department (the last one edited by Florian Michahelles), IEEE P7000 Working Group Vice-Chair Sarah Spiekermann critically assesses the emerging IoT and whether the technologies that are making our lives easier might also be depriving us of important experiences that makes us human. Referring to a famous early animal experiment on embodied cognition, she wonders whether we might end up as passive "carousel kittens," with "serious shortcomings in intelligence and survival ability." A real threat or a tempest in a tea cup? Send your thoughts to either florian.michahelles@siemens.com or myself-we'll be happy to share them in a future column! In the Maker Tech department, Anhong Guo and Jeffrey P. Bigham report on how they use computer vision, 3D printing, and crowdsourcing to create tactile interface overlays for blind users. Based on their experience with a crowdsourced smartphone app that lets blind users hover a finger over a UI element to have it read out loud, their Facade system uses the same crowdsourced approach to instead create a model for 3D printing a tactile overlay. Another fine example of IEEE's tagline in action, I say! In her Notes from the Community department, Mary Baker takes us on the usual wild ride around new and noteworthy pervasive computing projects. In this issue, she presents the first animated film rendered entirely using a game engine, a thumb-gesture interface, two novel navigation apps, the latest in smart glasses, customizable temporary tattoos, instances of projects when people and technology don't align, physical computing spaces, and the continuing "arms race" in face recognition technology.
In the Wearable Computing Department, Thomas Ploetz and Jennifer Healey review the 21st annual meeting of ISWC -the International Symposium on Wearable Computers-held in September 2017 in Maui, Hawaii (co-located with UbiComp 2017). ISWC is the flagship event in a field that has certainly moved from "quirky" to "mainstream" in the last few years. The authors present a selection of interesting technical papers as well as an overview of the awards given out at the conference. I'm happy to see that new AEIC Stephen Intille was honored with the ISWC2017 "10-year impact" award for "Real-Time Recognition of Physical Activities and Their Intensities Using Wireless Accelerometers and a Heart Rate Monitor," presented at ISWC 2007. Congratulations, Stephen! In addition to these edited departments, a Spotlight contribution from Editorial Board member James A. Landay and co-author Zhuxiaona Wei describe 17 new usability heuristics for speechbased devices developed by the authors along with the promising results of a user study in which eight usability experts applied the heuristics to three state-of-the-art devices. If you work in this space, consider contributing to our upcoming special issue on "Conversational User Interfaces and Interactions," which is being guest edited by James along with Junehwa Song and Nuria Oliver. The submission deadline is 1 June; articles will be published in the April-June 2019 issue of IEEE Pervasive Computing. You can always find our latest Calls for Papers at the magazine website: http://computer.org/pervasive.
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